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Abstract. In this paper, a new data-driven model to measure procedural knowledge is described. The model is based on Item Response Theory. The main idea behind this new model is to establish an analogy between the testing and the problem solving environment. For this purpose, we model each problem (or exercise) solution path as a directed graph where nodes are states of the problem and edges, transitions between states (i.e. the actions accomplished by the student). We can match this model with testing by seeing each node as a question and each edge as choices within the questions.
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1 Introduction

The way learners acquire knowledge has changed in the last few years with the arrival of new technologies and computer-aided systems. Individualized learning, which is more effective than traditional methods [1], can be achieved through a combination of traditional methods and computer-aided ones. In order to offer students the best strategy to acquire some concepts or skills, we need to maintain a student model that represents his/her knowledge. Using that information an Intelligent Tutor System could guide students to reach a certain goal. Updating and maintaining this model is a difficult issue in the field. Students’ models have to be updated as students interact with the system, so it is necessary to infer the student’s model through his/her actions.

There are different strategies for representing student models in the AIED literature; most of them assume procedural-declarative distinction. Declarative knowledge refers to the knowledge of relevant principles and concepts of a certain subject that can be applied in new tasks [2]. Procedural knowledge is the acquisition of skills related to step-by-step actions in solving problem context [3]. Declarative knowledge is usually assessed with testing systems, while procedural knowledge is mainly assessed through problem solving environments.

In testing systems, the Item Response Theory (IRT) [4] constitutes probably the most successful and well founded of all the strategies. Otherwise, most of procedural assessment strategies are based on Bayesian networks. These networks can be, in the
worst case scenario, NP-hard which is certainly not desirable. In this paper we present
a new technique that uses IRT to estimate procedural knowledge in a problem-solving
environment. To this end, problem solution path is ideally modeled as a directed
graph in which nodes are states of the problem and edges are transitions between
states.

2 Procedural Assessment through Item Response Theory

IRT [4] is one of the best-known strategies for declarative knowledge assessment.
According to how the models update the inferred student knowledge in terms of their
response IRT-based models could be [5]: dichotomous and polytomous models. Di-
chotomous models consider only two possible scores, i.e. either correct or incorrect.
A characteristic curve, called Item Characteristic Curve (ICC), models each item.
This curve expresses the probability that student with a certain knowledge level will
answer the item correctly; polytomous models have a characteristic curve per choice
in an item called Operating Characteristic Curve (OCC) [6], which expresses the
probability that a student with a certain knowledge level will select this answer [7].

In our approach, each problem is internally modeled as a directed graph the nodes
of which are states of the exercises and arcs are the transitions between states. Figure
1 shows an example of a possible graph that represents the addition of $\frac{9}{14}$ In this fig-
ure, we can see that there is more than one path to reach the correct solution $\frac{33}{35}$.

To apply the IRT to estimate the student’s knowledge when applying procedural
skills, we have made an analogy between problem solving and testing. To do this
matching we understand each state of problem solving as an item in testing, and each
possible next step from a state to another, as choices of the item. Accordingly, the
process of solving a problem by a student could be considered as a branched test
where he/she is answering items about the procedures applied to solve this problem.
Let us consider the node at the top of the graph presented in Figure 1. This node
could be understood as an item such as How can we go on one step?, and choices of this
item could each be arcs for other nodes of the graph. While solving a problem, there
are states where a student could make more than one decision, and therefore, we can-
not consider the correctness of a step in isolation. There is usually more than just one
way to reach a solution and, generally, they are not all equally good (e.g. adding frac-
tions by multiplying denominators is not as correct as using the least common deno-
minator but it is not incorrect), and even other steps could lead to incorrect solutions.
We have chosen an IRT-based polytomous model to assess procedural knowledge
since each step could provide relevant information for the assessment. Therefore, each
step in problem solving will have its own characteristic curve, like options in poly-
tomous traditional models. The student model is updated during problem solving by
the product of the characteristic curves corresponding to the steps he/she is following.
In our model, each characteristic curve is called a Step Characteristic Curve (SCC).
That means that each edge of the problem graph has a characteristic curve associated
with it and while a student is "navigating" through the graph, his/her knowledge esti-
mates are updated by means of IRT using the SCC associated to each arc he/she is
navigating through.
In this work, for modeling the SCCs we have used the proposal by Thissen and Steinberg for multiple-choice items [8]. The formula of each observable category is shown below, where \( X_i \) represents the item and \( h \) the response selected in this item:

\[
P(X_i = h|\theta) = \frac{e^{\alpha_i h + c_k}}{\sum_{k=0}^{m_i} e^{\alpha_i k + c_k}} + d_h \frac{e^{h\theta + c_k}}{\sum_{k=0}^{n_h} e^{d_h k + c_k}}
\]  

3 Experimentation

We have conducted an experiment in order to determine whether or not our approach could be useful for procedural knowledge assessment. The experiment was carried out in January 2013 with a sample of 23 undergraduate students from a course of Project Management taught in the ninth semester of the M.Sc. in Computer Science at the University of Málaga (Spain). These students were previously instructed in project investment with a two-hour lecture and a two-hour training problem solving session. Our hypothesis is that the results of measuring the performance of students while solving a problem with our proposal should be similar to those results obtained through a test with items asking about procedural principles.

The experiment was conducted in a two-hour laboratory session and comprised two different phases. Firstly, the students had to solve two project investment problems. Secondly, a test was posed, the goal of which was to assess the same procedural skills evaluated through the test. The two problems posed to students required calculus of some financial indexes in the project investment domain. The test had 15 multiple choice items related to the calculation of these indexes focusing on procedural steps needed to reach the correct result.

We calculated the student's procedural knowledge from the evidence obtained in the two different ways, i.e. in the test and in the problems applying our proposal. Both calibration and assessment were made using the model explained in Section 2 for both the test and our model. Once the calibration and the assessment of test and problem solving were complete, we compared the results of both techniques. We have accomplished correlation tests in order to verify if both estimations were similar. Results show that the correlation between test results and our approach results were different to 0 with 90% confidence obtaining a correlation coefficient of 0.3435.
4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new approach for assessing procedural knowledge. This proposal applies the IRT (commonly used to assess declarative knowledge) to assess procedural knowledge in problem solving environments. The main idea behind this proposal is to map a problem with a test. As a result, the process of solving a problem can be seen as a graph the node of which are states and its are the result of applying procedural knowledge which also leads to new states. In our model each state can be modeled with an item, the choices of which are the set of possible transitions from the source state to another new state, obtaining as a result, what in the testing literature is known as a branched test. We have conducted an experiment in order to explore the performance of our model. To this end, we have constructed a test in which items were focused on procedural skills and we have compared its results with those obtained using our model. The evidence suggests that our model can be used for assessment purposes in a problem solving environment and, consequently, as a tool for updating the student model.
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